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His mind has turned inwards; he gives himself completely; he needs only
himself at the critical time of sorting out the moves ahead, and it is for these
reasons that hard serious climbs have so much appeal.

Meanwhile, his own attempt at the roof looms large in the second's mind and
it is with relief that he leaves the cramped stance to become just as absorbed
with the roof as his leader had been.

SUMMARY Dolomites, Cima Ovest di Lavaredo, Rudolf-Baur route. First
British ascent. 26 July 1969. D. Scott, J. Upton, T. Wells. ED. Fifteen hours to
Kasparek Ledge. Technical note p 146.

PHOTOGRAPHY Scott had two cameras-one colour, the other black and white
-which were passed from the roof to Upton and then down to Wells. Dis
cussion off stops, shutter speeds and depth of field followed, as the latter had
never handled a camera before!

47 The roof of the worldfrom Apollo 7 Nepal, Tibet, India. Photo taken on 15
October 1968 at 0111 GMT. Position of space-craft 2S oN, 89°£, altitude 132 miles.
Centre of photo: 28°20'N, 86°30'£. NASA photo AS7-7-1748



The roof of the world from Apollo 7
T. S. Blakeney

On 12 December 1968, The Times published a large but not very clearly
reproduced photograph of the Himalaya as seen from the Apollo 7 spacecraft.
The newspaper inserted various descriptive titles to what they thought could
be seen, but these seemed so unconvincing that I took the step of asking NASA
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Houston, U.S.A.), the
owners of the photograph, if better photos could be obtained from them.

Very handsomely, despite their preoccupation with the coming event of the
launching of Apollo I I in July 1969, NASA sent me eight colour photographs
taken by Apollo 7 in the previous October, covering the Himalaya and Tibet
from Gurla Mandhata in the west to Kangchenjunga in the east. In addition,
they marked various features on the pictures and invited more identifications.
Rather than cover the pictures with names, I have, on the three plates repro
duced here, used numbers, most of which occur on more than one picture.
I have not attempted to mark all the mountains or lakes that might be named.

NASA has kindly provided details of each photograph which are given in
the captions. The pictures appear somewhat distorted, owing to the height
from which they were taken, the curvature of the earth, and the use of a wide
angled-lens camera.

The obvious and outstanding features in all three plates are, firstly, the great
trough of the Brahmaputra-Tsangporiver, which sweeps from side to side of the
pictures, and, secondly, the Lakes district in Central Tibet (nos 3, 4, 7, 8, 9
and 10 in the pictures). Another well marked feature is the Kali-Ghandaki
gorge (no 2).

Starting from the west, I make the following identifications, and am glad to
find I am not at variance with NASA over any of the points that were marked
down by them; some of the features occur on only one or two of the plates:

I A star-shaped ground feature. This feature was useful for pin-pointing
other indications, as it is shown also in another photo (not reproduced)
taken almost vertically over Gurla Mandhata.

2 Kali-Ghandaki gorge.
3 Poru Tso.
4 Tarok Tso.
5 Dhaulagiri (26,810 ft-8172 m); all three plates, but [48] is rather vague,

possibly owing to cloud.
6 Annapurna (26,545 ft-8091 m); all three plates, but as with Dhaulagiri,

a bit vague. Both mountains stand out well in [49].
7 Terinam Tso.
8 Tangra Tso.
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9 Shuru Tso.
10 Pekhu Tso. The shape of this lake differs considerably from that usually

shown on maps of Tibet, and cartographers may need to consider correcting
the outline of the lake in future.

II Gosainthan (z6,z91 £1-8013 m).
IZ Everest (z8,oz8 ft-8848 m).
13 Makalu (z7,8z4 £1-8481 m). Neither Everest nor Makalu stands out

especially clearly, particularly in [48], though in another NASA photo
(not reproduced here), overlapping with and extending a little more to the
east than [49] both peaks are quite evident. The shadow thrown by
Makalu in [47] is very definite, and the Arun gorge is unmistakable.

14 A well-defined V-shaped land feature, very evident in all three plates.
15 Kangchenjunga(z8,z08 ft-8598 m); only on [47].
16 Yamdrok Tso; [48]. The 'Turquoise Lake' struck the imaginations of

Percival Landon and others in 1904, on the Younghusband Lhasa expedi
tion. In the colour photograph sent by NASA, the blue of the water is,
even at that distance, clear.

17 Poma Tso, a well-defined lake, southwardsofYamdrok Tso [48].
18 Tsomo Tretung. This lake, lying north-west of Kampa Dzong, figures on

the maps ofthe early Everest expenditions in the zos.
19 Gandakriver[49]·
zo Ghaghra (Gogra) river [49]. These two rivers are shown some distance

before joining the Ganges and the Son river, at Bankipore and Patna.
Another NASA photo (not reproduced here), shows the actual junction of
the rivers, and, beyond, the Kosi River meeting them.

ZI Teesta River [48]. The other photograph, mentioned above, also shows
the Teesta, as well as a small portion of the Brahmaputra.

At the far (western) end of [47] I have tentatively marked three mountain
groups, A, B, C. These I take to be, successively, some of the Kamet-Nanda
Devi peaks; Gurla Mandhata; and Kailas. Beyond is the relatively level
plateau round which a variety of names-Hundes, Nari Khorsum, Singhtod
have become attached.

The demarcation of the snow-line is strikingly brought out by these photo
graphs, and one's thanks are due to NASA for permission to use them.

49 Third space-craft photo: Nepal, India, Tibet from an
altitude of 132 miles over the Ganges Plain. 12 October
1968; °302 GMT. Position of space-craft 24c30'N, 82°E.
Centre of photo: 30oN, 86°10'E
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